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The contrast between the delicacy of the blown glass diffuser and the hardness of the steel outer cage with 
its irregular structure makes Cage unique and gives it an elegantly vintage touch.
Finishes: 

| cage 03



A vertical element that is the fulcrum of the whole rotation of the lamp, 
and an oblique element that moves away from the wall defining the opening 
angle of the lampshade and offering a hold point, with a wooden finish, 
to reposition the lamp and to dim the light.
Finishes: 

| glifo04





A playful, ironic and functional floor lamp 
design in conflict of opposites.
Finishes:          

| bul-bo06





Halfpipe is a modern wall lamp with an elongated and essential shape 
in which the light is diffused easily into the room thanks to the silicon 
lampshade that is inserted along the inner sinusoidal curvature of the 
metal frame.
Finishes:          

| halfpipe08





Available in the battery version, 
with magnetic connection and 

in the wall-mounted version.
                          Finishes:
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| metro12



Thanks to the joints on the wall attachments, the luminous strip can be applied straight, diagonally, 
or create a predetermined design and be easily arranged to direct light towards specific points.





The fashion elements and softness of fabric are here transformed into glass.

| plisse 15



This visionary synthesis of genius, 
simplicity and perfection, was simply in response to the need for
 a suspension lamp that could shine its light on a table without 
requiring holes to be drilled in the ceiling.

| arco16





| cornet18



Made of polyurethane, which is a hard and resistant material that is perfect for public spaces.



Petits Bijoux is remarkably simple in its design but extraordinary in its workmanship.

| 28 petits bijoux20







The classical design together with an optical projection merges into a “romantic functionalism”.

| glitters 23





A beautiful, luminous pearl that miraculously knows how to 
find its balance - this is the central theme of the IC Lights.
Finishes:

| ic lights 25



The central source transmits light to the curving edges whilst the micro-incisions of the 
surfaces create soft and uniform ambient lighting.

| diphy26





| flat28



Flat reflects the light from their surfaces, projecting an enveloping luminance. 
Finishes: 





Morse is a suspension lamp, modular, adjustable, with a moving structure and adaptable to any space.

| morse 31



Ghost table lamp evokes a luminous, ethereal presence.

| ghost32
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Visit Zodiac website to view 
our extensive selection of Lights
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www.zodiaclighting.com


